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Innate immunity: The complement cascade and its crosstalk with adaptive immunity
The complement system is a complex network of proteins
that form transient complexes to elicit controlled
removal of pathogens and damaged cells in the human
body
We determine atomic structures of complexes between
complement proteins and we determine how tightly
complement proteins interact with each other on cells.
The crosstalk between the innate and adaptive immunity
is also a major point of interest
This information we use to develop new opportunities for
therapeutic intervention strategies targeting aberrant
activation of complement proteins
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Adaptive immunity: IgE and allergy
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We want to establish how binding of IgE-antigen
complexes to the FcεRI receptor presented on
mast cells and basophils induces allergic
responses
We conduct cryoEM structure determination of
complexes between IgE and the FcεRI receptor
We use functional studies in cell culture and
biophysical experiments to understand the
significance of the atomic structures we deduce
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Immunoglobulin E (IgE) is the antibody
responsible for parasite immunity and allergic
reactions.
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Immediate-type allergic reactions:
vasodilation
↑ vascular permeability
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